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Introduction – Why Maps for Genealogists? 
 
The Internet has plenty of records to keep even the most advanced researcher 
busy for many years to come.  But the Net offers so much more, including 
historical maps and a variety of online mapping tools that will enrich a 
genealogist’s knowledge of his / her ancestors and current relatives.  Historical 
maps allow one to see where a person lived and what the conditions in the 
neighborhood were like.  By simple extrapolation, one can estimate what the 
physical setting and environment of that other person’s life was like.  Maps can 
be used to track migration patterns of family members or show where any / all of 
your relatives live currently or where they had lived anytime in the past.  Beyond 
the maps themselves, mapping tools can be tied to photographs and even 
combined with them as we’ll see with Microsoft’s MapCruncher facility.  Other 
interesting online mapping tools / sites include IBM’s Many Eyes website, 
Muckety.com, and a variety of tools from behemoth Google. 
 
Historical Maps 
 
There are many collections of maps; too many, in fact, for me to list in this short 
article.  You might want to begin your search at any one of the following major 
map collection sites: 
 
http://digitalgallery.nypl.org/nypldigital/index.cfm NY Public Library Digital Gallery 
http://www.davidrumsey.com David Rumsey Collection 
http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/  University of Texas Map Collection 
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/gmdhtml/  Library of Congress Map Collections 
www.feefhs.org Federation of Eastern European Family History Societies 
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www.HistoricMapworks.com  (pay as you go site; wonderful maps) 
 
Narrowing Your Search 
 
Just as there are many online map collections, there are numerous techniques 
for finding historical maps in which you have interest.  For starters, you can 
simply type ‘<your location> map’ into Google’s search field.  Better yet, go to the 
‘images’ section of Google’s website (images.google.com) and try the same 
trick.  You will be amazed what you find. Another approach is to go to Cyndi’s 
List (www.cyndislist.com) and either type in a specific location or type in the word 
‘maps’ into the search field.  See what comes up. 
 
Online Mapping Tools – Behemoth 1: Microsoft (www.bing.com/maps ) 
 
When www.mapquest.com first appeared on the Internet, it was remarkable.  
Being able to plot a specific location on a map and get directions from that 
location to another was revolutionary.  No more; how times have changed (for 
the better)!  Microsoft with maps.live.com and Google with maps.google.com 
both provide vastly enhanced capabilities.  The competition between these two 
companies has one effect: all of us end-users benefit greatly. 
 
For the longest time I have been more of a fan of Microsoft’s mapping tool 
because with very few exceptions, I believed it was easier to use and had better 
functionality than Google’s tool.  I no longer agree.  I now believe everyone 
should use both tools as each has its unique features.  
 
What initially floored me about Microsoft’s tools was the ability to save up to ten 
different locations in the ‘collections editor.’  Collections can be named, saved, 
and retrieved later.  For many if not most applications, the limit of ten locations on 
a single map should suffice.  Not only can you find a location by typing in an 
address, but you can also simply position your cursor on the map and place a 
‘pushpin’ on that location and save it to your collection.  In the search field, you 
can type in a type of business, say ‘restaurant,’ and Microsoft will populate the 
map with ten or more businesses that fit the bill.  You can then add one or more 
of those results into your collection. 
 
After you have added a location to your collection, you have the option of ‘editing 
properties’ for that location.  For example, you can put a customized title, e.g. 
Gangster Monk Eastman lived here in 1910.  The collections editor has some 
graphics tools allowing you to draw ad-hoc lines and area.  In the former case, 
Microsoft will calculate the distance travelled from the starting point to the ending 
point; in the latter case, Microsoft calculates the square miles of the area you 
have drawn.  No need to take a screenshot and pull it into PowerPoint for 
modification; Microsoft allows you to perform all of these tasks in the same 
software application. 
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Microsoft has not only a ‘map view,’ but also aerial photos of nearly every place 
on the planet.  Additionally, Microsoft offers a ‘Birds Eye’ view of many locations, 
providing a view of any particular place from what appears to be only a few 
hundred feet in the air.  You also have the option of seeing the same location 
from the four major directions (N, S, E, & W).  Do you want to know what a place 
looks like before you ever drive there?  Look it up in Microsoft Maps. 
 
That’s not even the end of it – Microsoft offers directions and traffic information 
simultaneously and, unlike many other online mapping facilities, you can zoom in 
on just one portion of the directions map (presumably the area with which you 
are least familiar).  If that weren’t enough, Microsoft offers a 3D Road Map View 
and a 3D Aerial View of various locations.  The result is a pretty exciting 
simulation of what a location looks like from the air from virtually any angle you 
want (Note: this is available for only the largest cities).  Finally, Microsoft builds a 
URL from all of the information you have given it so you can easily share this 
map via email to friends and family.  
 
Online Mapping Tools – Behemoth 2: Google (maps.google.com)  
 
Google Maps lacks a few of the features mentioned above, but offers some 
fantastic functionality that Microsoft does not. 
 
Arguably the most important difference between Microsoft and Google, is that 
Google does not limit you to ten locations (or items including drawn lines and 
areas).  I have not pushed the limit of the system, but I’m confident the limit is 
more than forty or fifty locations.  That should satisfy the overwhelming majority 
of people.  Google provides close to seventy-five kinds (colors and shapes) of 
different pushpins, so you can easily identify one group from another (e.g. one 
marked in green pushpins, and another designated by orange-colored erupting 
volcanoes).  Google Maps also offers a 3D view of many areas and also provides 
subway station for major cities. 
 
Another distinguishing feature of Google Maps is something called ‘Street Views.’  
You may or may not know that Google is sending cars across the nation taking 
photographs at street level of every building it can see.  The result – you can now 
type in a location, and if Google has filmed it, you can now imagine your spot and 
turn 360 degrees and see everything around you from that particular spot.  
Amazing!  Street Views are available for more than a dozen cities in the United 
States as well as many cities in Western Europe.  A few months ago, I was 
standing on the southwest corner of the Sonoma, CA square when I sighted such 
a car with many cameras mounted on a tripod on the car’s roof.  I waved to the 
car.  So, photos of me did not wind up in Google Maps, but they do appear now 
in Google’s companion mapping facility Google Earth.  The moral of the story is 
that you had better be careful what you do outside because Big Brother (Google) 
may be watching you! 
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The most recent functional change to Google Maps is mind-boggling!  Through a 
companion website - www.panoramio.com  – Google now allows end-users, like 
you and me, to upload photographs (current or historical) and videos for different 
locations across the globe.  You can now see thousands (millions?) of 
photographs of locations around the world.   
 
How Microsoft Maps and Google Maps Perform for Locations Outside the 
U.S. 
 
Since my ancestors came from many different locations in Eastern Europe, I 
conducted an experiment to determine if one of these two systems performed 
better than the other in terms of road maps and aerial views of various locations.  
I tested road maps and aerial views for three different towns / cities: Suwalki, 
Poland; Smorgon, Belarus; and Bucharest, Romania.  To make a long summary 
short, neither Microsoft nor Google was proficient at providing good information 
for all three locations.   
 
The bottom line is that, for a variety of reasons, you should use both Microsoft 
Maps and Google Maps.  Each provides some unique feature which, if you’re into 
mapping, you’ll really enjoy.  To confuse you even further, sometimes neither 
mapping facility provides you the correct answer so you’ll have to look elsewhere 
for the information. 
 
Other Online Mapping Tools 
 
Now that you’re salivating over what is available from Microsoft Maps and 
Google Maps, I want to alert you to other online tools that provide even more… 
 
Microsoft has a tool that you can download to your computer (PC, Macintosh, 
and Linux versions are available) called MapCruncher.  See:  
http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/redmond/projects/mapcruncher/ 
This tool allows you to create a ‘mashup’,  a melding of two related maps or a 
map and photograph.  For example, you can combine part of an old map and 
place it on top of a current day map of the same area.  You do this by identifying 
common points on both maps (or a map and a photo).  I highly recommend using 
four or five common points for greater accuracy.  The software then ‘crunches’ 
the two maps together and the results can be wonderful.  I took a section of an 
old map of Brighton, England and placed it on top of a current day map of the 
same city.  The software worked perfectly.  In another case, the result was not 
quite as good.  This could be due to one map being out of proportion, the city 
changing dramatically from WWII to present day, or my not selecting the 
common points properly.  One last item regarding this tool: your work stays with 
you and is private unless you want to share it with other people. 
 
IBM Labs provides an online mapping tool, called Many Eyes, which maps data 
(other than locations) in ways that are just too difficult to explain in this article.  
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See: http://manyeyes.alphaworks.ibm.com/manyeyes/  The problem I have with 
this tool is that whatever maps you create are available for the world to see (they 
remain on IBM’s Many Eyes website). A curious site www.muckey.com  offers 
graphs of famous people, other people and organizations, and the relationships 
among them.   
 
A word of caution regarding copyright and the use of these websites, particularly 
Microsoft Maps and Google Maps.  Both Microsoft and Google have “Code of 
Conduct” and “Terms of Service,” respectively on how you can use their map 
data.  They both explicitly exclude you from selling a product based on their data 
– be careful what you do with your finished maps.  An alternative to consider is 
OpenStreetMaps (www.openstreetmap.org) allows you to distribute freely any 
map built with this online tool.  Furthermore, this map facility is being enhanced 
by local groups that go out and take photographs of local sites, label churches on 
the map, etc. 
 
Summary               
 
I hope I have convinced you that there are plenty of maps and mapping facilities 
on the web for you to use.  Now, go out there and be careful! ;-) 
 
[Ron Arons began researching his roots a dozen years ago. He has written many 
articles and has spoken at eight IAJGS conferences. Ron has also given 
presentations on Jewish genealogy and Jewish criminality at local JGSs, 
synagogues, JCCs, history conferences, and book fairs across the country and 
internationally. Last June, after a decade of research, his book, The Jews of Sing 
Sing, was published. In June 2008 he discussed Jewish criminals of New York's 
Lower East Side on the PBS TV series, The Jewish Americans. Ron earned a 
B.S. in Engineering from Princeton and an MBA from the University of Chicago.] 
 

30th Annual International Conference on Jewish Genealogy 

This year the conference is in Los Angeles - right in our own back yard!!  

There will be 130 speakers, 250 programs, an on site library, films, professional 
translators, beginners workshops, access to LDS microfilms, day trips to Jewish 
neighborhoods, great keynote speakers, birds of a feather meetings, and so 
much more. The conference offers everything you will need to jump start your 
research and expand your research skills.  

Early registration discounts are available until April 30, 2010.  

Learn more about the conference and register at the website: www.jgsla2010.com 
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CRYPTO JEWISH RESOURCES                                           
Abstracted from Tracing the Tribe genealogy blog 

For those interested in searching for  Crypto-Jewish/Sephardic/Converso ancestry  
Poet M. Miriam Herrera has compiled a good list of Crypto-Jewish resource links on 
her website. The following is a summary of the information which may be found on 
the website. 
 
Crypto-Jews of the Southwest & New World 
 
History & Definitions - includes explanations and definitions of such words as 
"marrano," "converso," "new Christian," history, usage and origins. Sources 
include the Jewish Virtual Library, Shulamit Halevy, Society for Crypto-Judaic 
Studies, Bloom Southwest Jewish Archives, Arthur Benveniste, PBS Religion 
and Ethics Newsweekly, David Goldblatt, JewishGen, Georgetown University 
scholar Estelle Irizarry, George Washington University Professor Howard M. 
Sachar, Nan Rubin, Beit Hatfutsot, Jewish Journal, JUF News and more. 
 
The Spanish & Mexican Inquisitions - includes the 1492 Edict of Expulsion, 
Books, Papers, Inquisition rosters, Robert J. Ferry, Stanley Hordes, Richard C. 
Greenleaf, Mary Elizabeth Perry, Anne J. Cruz, Clara Steinberg-Spitz, Dennis P. 
Geller, Gracia Mendes, Dr. Yitzchok Levine (Jewish Press), Luis de Carvajal, 
Mexico, Dr. Samuel Nunes and more. 
 
Tools for Researching Crypto-Jewish Heritage - includes Michael Freund's 
Shavei Israel, Kulanu, Richard C. Greenleaf (tools, DNA, guidelines, etc.), 
SephardicGen.com, Ezra l'Anusim (several languages), Be'echol Lashon, Rabbi 
Juan Mejia's Kol Tuv Sepharad (English/Spanish), Colorado's Secret Jews 
(article). 
 
Writers & Artists - Gabriela Bohm's "The Longing," Gannit Ankori's "Hidden 
Frida," Menachem Wecker's "Unchosen Artist," New Mexican artist Diana Bryer, 
author Kathleen Alcala, Cary Herz's photographs/books, photographer Peter 
Svarzbein's Crypto-Jews Project, Stephanie Rachum's articles on Camille 
Pissarro, scholar Abraham Haim's work on Miguel de Cervantes, and New 
Mexico singer Consuelo Luz, 
 
Personal Stories - Carlos Salas Diaz (Congregacion Hebrea de Baja California), 
musician Vanessa Paloma (Ladino music and her family's story), Rabbi Juan 
Mejia (personal story, plans for a Southwest US yeshiva for anusim, Latin 
American oral traditions and more), Rabbi Nissan Ben Avraham (a Chueta of 
Mallorca), California Rabbi Daniel Mehlman (Mexicali group), Rabbi Daniel 
Ginerman and Shulamith Havi (why Crypto-Jewish families do not come out 
openly), New York Rabbi Marcelo Bronstein, Barcelona's Nuria Guasch Vidal, 
Chicano Crypto-Jews in Whittier California, Andree Aelion Brooks and Gloria 
Trujillo. 
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Culture & Folklore - Rosemary Levy Zumwalt's book on Sephardim and evil 
eye, Renee Levine Melammed's "Question of Identity," 15th century cancioneros, 
Anne deSola Cardoza on Jewish food and traditions, Charles M. Robinson's 
culinary traditions of Rio Grande Valley, Rachel Laudan on pan de semita," 
history of capirotada bread pudding, gravestone photos, Shylamith HaLevy 
articles, editor/publisher Ana Pacheco's La Herencia magazine, Mair Jose 
Benardete's collection of Judeo-Spanish ballads and the Rio Grande Valley's 
Jewish customs. 
 
Book Reviews - Gloria Golden's "Remnants of Crypto-Jews among Hispanic 
Americans," Stanley M. Hordes" "ToThe End of the Earth," Tamar Alexander-
Frizer's "The Heart is a Mirror." 
 
[Other excellent Sephardic resources are Sephardim.com which has a valuable 
name search engine is also excellent, and  Sephardim.org which has links to 
Sephardic congregations around the world, information on Sephardic music, and 
Jamaican Sephardic History] 

 

April JGSO Meeting - Genetic Genealogy 
 

On Tuesday, April 20, 2010, Emily Aulicino will present a program on the use of 
DNA testing to augment traditional genealogical research. Emily will explain the 
basics of DNA testing, describe new and valuable testing methods, and address 
the value of DNA testing to genealogical research. "Family Finder" the next 
generation of DNA testing, has just become available, and she will talk about 
who might benefit from this new testing and why. 
 
Emily is a retired teacher who has been researching her family history, in the 
USA and abroad, for over 40 years.  Among her many activities, she speaks on 
DNA related subjects at conferences, is Regional Coordinator for the 
International Society of Genetic Genealogists (ISOGG), and teaches Genetic 
Genealogy at the Genealogical Forum of Oregon in Portland.  

The presentation will begin at 7:30 p.m. at Ahavath Achim. 3225 SW Barbur 
Blvd., Portland, OR. Doors will open at 7:00 for schmoozing and help with 
individual questions.  
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DON'T MISS OUR     

JGSO ANNUAL   

BRUNCH !!!                     

MAY 16, 2010 

HAL BOOKBINDER WILL 
SPEAK AT THE JGSO 
ANNUAL BRUCH                     

On Sunday May 16, 2010 JGSO will 
host its Annual Brunch Program. 
This year we are fortunate to have 
Hal Bookbinder as our speaker. For 
those who don’t know Hal, he is an 
acclaimed speaker about the geo-
political history of Jews in Eastern 
Europe.  He has been involved in 
virtually every level of leadership in 
the IAJGS and his local JGS in 
southern California.  
 
Hal will give us a "first look" at his 
newest presentation, Why Did Our 
Ancestors Leave A Nice Place Like 
The Pale?  
 
In 1880 fully 80% of our ancestors 
lived in Poland and the Pale of 
Jewish Settlement in western 
Russia. We all know of the pogroms 
and mass exodus of our ancestors to 
points west over the next generation. 
This talk will provide background on 
the 120 years of the Pale from its 
formation at the turn of the 19th 
century to its dissolution during the  
 

First World War. It will provide some 
context to our ancestor's lives in the 
Pale, and of course, their decision to 
leave everything they had known to 
make new lives in the West.  
 
We will be treated to a second 
presentation from Hal that will help to 
sharpen your use of the internet in 
genealogy research and assist you 
with solving some of your ongoing 
research problems.   
 
Please join us on May 16 at 10:30 
a.m. for brunch, networking, and 
learning. More information about the 
details will be coming.   
 
Telling us you’ll be attending will be 
helpful to us in planning .You can 
contact us at: 
JGSOregon@gmail.com.  

 
MT. OF OLIVES BURIAL 
DATABASE 
Abstracted from posts on Jewishgen 
and Rabbinic SIG 

According to the Jerusalem Post, a 
new project has resulted in an on 
line database of thousands of graves 
at the Mt. of Olives (Har Zeitim) 
cemetery in Jerusalem. The site may 
be used in English or Hebrew. 
http://www.mountofolives.co.il 

YOUR LIBRARY MISSES 
YOU!!!                                           
by Debbi Korman 

Perhaps we at JGSO have not been 
doing a good job of reminding our 
members that we have an 
outstanding collection of Jewish 
genealogy books housed in the 
library at Congregation Neveh 
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Shalom. Dorothy Yellin, JGSO library 
chairperson, mentioned that the 
books were looking a little lonely and 
suggested that we might spotlight 
some of the volumes in the 
collection. 

My favorite books are the "names 
books". Whenever we have our 
books out on the table at a fair, 
people make a beeline for these 
volumes.  

Is your name Russian or Polish? 
Then browsing through A Dictionary 
of Jewish Surnames for the Russian 
Empire ((Listing of Surnames by the 
Daitch Mokotoff Soundex System, 
Revised Edition Volumes 1 & 2) and 
 A Dictionary of Jewish Surnames for 
the Kingdom of Poland by Alexander 
Beider would be worth your time. 
 
These Beider books were compiled 
from voting records, census records, 
and numerous other sources. An 
entry about your surname will 
include information on what the 
names means, alternate spellings of 
the name, related names, and in 
what towns or districts in Russia or 
Poland that Beider found records of 
the name. This information helps you 
to zero where your family might have 
come from, and give you ideas on 
different ways to search the name.  
 
I have a few Polish names in my 
family, and my husband is 100% 
Polish. My husband's Zieloner 
surname is concentrated in Plock 
gubernia and originated in the 
nearby town of Zielona. My 
Dzikowski surname is derived from 
the town of Dzikow, and the name is 
generally found in Plock gubernia. 

 
For you Galizianers, Mr. Beider also 
wrote a separate book called A 
Dictionary of Jewish Surnames from 
Galicia. This book contains 
information similar to that in his other 
surname books. 
 
Our names books are not limited to 
surnames. We have a very extensive 
survey of given names by Alexander 
Beider called A Dictionary of 
Ashkenazic Given Names (Their 
Origins, Structure, Pronunciation, 
and Migrations) and very concise, 
but invaluable book by Rabbi 
Schmuel Gorr called Jewish 
Personal Names (Their Origin, 
Derivation and Diminutive Forms). 
 
The given name books include 
information on the meaning and 
derivation of the names, for example 
whether they are Biblical in origin, or 
perhaps French or Spanish. They 
include lists of the diminutives of the 
names, alternate spellings and 
related names. With these books, 
you can determine, for example, 
whether Efrom and Efroike and 
Fishel are actually variations of the 
same name (they are!)  This might 
be the key to verifying that multiple 
records of persons of similar names 
are actually are all for the same 
person. 

Perhaps your name is originally 
Sephardic? Then we have 
dictionaries of Sephardic surnames 
and their origins for you to consult.  

JGSO members have check out 
privileges for our books at 
Congregation Neveh Shalom, so you 
may borrow them. Library hours are 
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Sunday, 8:15 a.m.-noon; Monday-
Thursday, 8:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.; 
closed Friday and Saturday. 
Congregation Neveh Shalom is 
located at 2900 SW Peaceful Lane, 
Portland. For more information, the 
library telephone number is (503) 
239-7311. 

NEW SEPHARDIC 
DATABASES 
Abstracted from posts on Jewishgen 
and Sephardic SIG 
 
The following are some of the *new* 
searchable databases for Sephardic  
genealogy researchers: 
 
• Dictionary of Bulgarian Jewish 
  surnames 
•  Jewish surnames from the Juderia 
   of Tarrazona 
•  Personal files of the Amsterdam  
   Community at the Central Archives 
   for the History of the Jewish 
   People (CAHJP) 
•  Records of the Portuguese 
   Inquisition Trials (1583-1656) & 
   (1716-1717)   at the CAHJP 
•  Victims of the Libya Riots 
•  Census of Jewish Family heads in 
    Belgrade, Serbia 
•  Sephardic graves at the Mount of 
   Olives cemetery 
•- VazDias database of aliases used 
    in Amsterdam 
•  Names from the old cemeteries of 
   Algiers 
•  Sephardic tombstones, marriages 
   and births in Vienna, Austria 
•  Surnames from all the Hispania 
   Judaica series of books 
•  Tombstones from the Trieste 
    cemetery  
• Jewish Surnames from Lebanon 
• Craiova memorial of Jews who died 

   in the Balkan Wars and WWI 
 
Those and many more new 
databases can be accessed from 
http://www.sephardicgen.com/databa
ses/databases.html 
 
A Consolidated Index of Sephardic 
surnames with over 85,800 names is  
also available for searching at 
http://www.sephardicgen.com/databa
ses/indexSrchFrm.html 

 
 
NORTH MORAVIA REGISTRY 
ARCHIVES 
Abstracted from a post on Austria 
Czech SIG 
 
The Opava (Troppau),north Moravia 
- Public Registry Archives "Images" - 
are now on the Web at 
http://matriky.archives.cz 
 
The site is in Czech but there are  
Search fields in  English allowing 
one to search by: 
Place, Date range, Sort 
(alphabetical), Type (Catholic, 
Evangelical, Jewish, 
Civil, Army, Other). 
 

OHIO OBITUARY INDEX On-
Line 

abstracted from IAJGS posting 
 

The Rutherford B. Hayes 
Presidential Center has published 
the Ohio Obituary Index from the 
1810's to the present day and it is 
available at: 
http://www.rbhayes.org/hayes/index/.  
 

The index includes over 1,5 million 
obituaries and death notices with a 
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small number of marriage notices, 
compiled from Ohio newspapers, 
obituaries, and local government 
records. The website includes 
information about how to purchase 
copies of the records. 

Information extracted from these 
documents generally includes: name 
of deceased; death date; place of 
death; age at death; birth date; 
parents' names; marriage date; 
spouse name ; newspaper source 
(title, date, page, column); and 
newspaper repository location.  

 

COOK COUNTY 
DECLARATIONS OF INTENT 
INDEX IS ONLINE          

Abstracted from a post on Jewishgen 

An index to Cook County Circuit 
Court Declarations of Intentions, 
1906-1929, is online at 
http://www.cookcountyclerkofcourt.or
g/NR/default.aspx 
This database, which is not yet 
complete, is searchable by 
occupation, city of birth, and 
other variables, in addition to name. 
The search brings up all 
entries that include the text you 
entered. For example, by entering 
Zales in the town field, the results 
included people from Zaleshchyki, 
Zalesie, Zaleszcziki, etc. 
 
Click on the name for additional 
details, such as declaration volume, 
number and page, birth date, 
address, and ship departure city. 
 

Jewish Genealogical Society 
of Oregon (JGSO) 

JGSOregon@gmail.com 
 

Membership is open to all, regardless 
of religious background or level of 
experience. Members range from 
those just starting in genealogy to 

long-time family researchers. 
Membership is for the calendar year. 

 
Send checks to: 

 
Jewish Genealogical Society of 

Oregon 
PO Box 19736 

Portland, Oregon 97280 
 

Yearly dues 
$23 for individuals 

$30 for family 
$10 student 

 
Membership benefits include a free 
copy of Getting Started in Jewish 

Genealogy: A Handbook for Beginners 
Quarterly newsletter Shalshelet 

Meeting notices 
Monthly meetings Sept-June (free) 

Free access to JGSO reference library 
With checkout privileges for cd-roms 

and videotapes 
 

JGSO BOARD 
Barbara Hershey, President  
Joe Mayer, 1st VP 
Golda Edwards, 2nd VP 
Debbi Korman, Secretary & Newsletter 
Julian Kaufman, Treasurer 
Toby Blake, Membership  
Dorothy Yellin, Librarian 
Nadene Goldfoot, Publicity  
Barbara Hershey, Programs  
Ron Doctor, Member at Large 
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Jewish Genealogical Society of 

Oregon 
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